
At the Circle Cardiff was
rightly courteous to the hare,
who had set a fine trail, 65
minutes, with mulled wine as
well as beer. We had more
returners than we could count:
Bumble, Shergar, LayBy, Little
White Buss... and visitors too,
including Sexy Bits and his
glamorous wife. Pink Pussy
got a down-down for peeing
but not on the brand new car
of G and Tea as she should
have done, and Sexy Bits for
embracing his wife on the trail
- “Sorry, I didn’t know the
rules” she said....

As usual, Comrade, I have
already broken my New Years
resolution, and cannot list all
the bourgeois summoned for
punishment, but it was
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today disporting themselves
in the sylvan surrounds of
the stockbroker belt. The hare
Atalanta (did you know,
Comrade, there is an Italian
football team of that name?)
had chosen a car park already
well filled by the vehicles of
non-hashers: they left in
dudgeon and in droves as
“their” area filled with the
hash. But there was still not
space for us all. You see, dear
Comrade? - a society bursting
at the seams. The take-over of
the countryside by the motor
car.

Well, away we went. We
soon settled down to sexual
segregation: First On did
indeed keep up at first, Velcro
was to be seen, but with
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Atalanta not in action this
became an all-male matter. In
fact at the Circle many of the
harriettes came in on the out
trail.....

Popeye went well wrong at
the first check (finding indeed
the eventual in trail by
mistake) and took a good
while to catch up. He said,
Comrade, that the anchors we
found in the second half were
put there by some interloper,
but do we believe him? So my
list includes Stilton, Cardiff
Conversion, Belcher, Glow
Worm, and at times - he is
fond of doing his own thing -
Cunnilingus. And, since he
has not been mentioned for
some weeks, the geriatric FRB
solved 6 of the trail’s checks,

Comrade Fidel,
How sad that you had to

forego the pleasures of public
participation in our joy at your
80th birthday!

Perhaps my bulletin today
will console you. There is no
doubt that the corrupt and
decadent British bourgeoisie
is ever nearer its final collapse,
though it remains blissfully
unaware of this. Asked by an
enterprising journalist “What
form of social organisation do
you see to follow capitalism?”
Lord Carrington - oh, he is far
from a fool, Comrade! - looked
puzzled and then said  “I’m
sorry, I don’t understand your
question.”

My evidence is as ever
drawn from the Surrey Hash,

some sort of record?
And where did we go? Why

south and west - I did say that
these bourgeois were going
west, did I not? - in other
words a classic right-hander.
The Grand Master missed this
lesson, because she and the
RA were in bed with flu. Or
did I mishear, “in bed with
Flo?” A threesome?

We got to the A3, and at
once solved the back check
(some credit here to Mother
Brown.) We ran past the
customary pond, and reached
the river Mole, but the hare
felt it was old hat to take the
pack down there, and left us
on the high ground. She did
take us through the traditional
swamp though.

HISSING AT KISSING AND
PISSING: WHATEVER NEXT?
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Grand Master :
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01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
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apparent to everyone that the
offences had not been
committed on the trail, since
Golden Balls does not do
trails. He depends on the car
park....  And why not? Yet
another proof, Comrade Fidel,
that the Surrey Hash is on its
last legs when Religious
Advisers can’t run. And no,
he did not mention today’s
feast of the Epiphany - the
Church has moved such
celebrations to the Sunday:
too few priests for the
Holydays of Obligation you
remember from our boyhood!

)
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1658 21-01-07 Tosser Puttenham

1659 28-01-07 (27/1 Popeye) Salisbury

1660 04-02-07

1661 11-02-07 Mr Valentine

1662 18-02-07

1663 25-02-07 Desperate Dan

1664 04-03-07 Gibber

1665 11-03-07

Run 1657

Date 14-Jan-2007

Hare FRB

Venue Bushy Park

On On King’s Arms (at gate)

SSA 2003/4: 36 F7

OS (176) 160 693

ScribeDirections:

M3 to Sunbury, A308 towards Kingston. At Hampton
Court Palace, continue on A308 towards Kingston,
but almost immediately after the bend turn left into
Bushy Park. Drive round Diana fountain to T-
junction, turn right, and left at once into car park.
You must leave your car there while in the pub,
which has NO car park.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!
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Sir Thomas Browne - yes, the Religio Medici man,
how clever of you - was not the most cheerful of
souls. Here he is on sex: “I could be content that
we might procreate like trees, without conjunction,
or that there were any way to perpetuate the world
without this trivial and vulgar way of coition. It is the
foolishest act that a wise man commits in all his life;
nor is there any thing that will more deject his
cooled imagination, when he shall consider what an
odd and unworthy piece of folly he hath committed”
That’s telling them. I like best the “cooled
imagination”, which takes one back to the
anonymous “Post coitum omne animal triste”. Lord
Chesterfield was (reputedly) more succinct: “The
pleasure momentary, the position ridiculous, and
the expense damnable.” You must admit that

modern times are so sex-besotted that sentiments
like these are inadmissible: no one wishes to be
heard uttering such heretical views. Though when
told, aged 9, how babies were made, my reaction
was that no adults would do anything so grotesque
and absurd without a doctor’s assistance..... Well,
this was years before the Kinseys did indeed carry
out their research.......
The word “fornication” no longer exists: when did
you last see it? Hear it? Nay more, use it? Perhaps
this is what our school-age youngsters need:
maybe we would not have the highest rate in
Europe for sexually transmitted infections, or for
teenage pregnancies, if they were required to refer
to their hanky-panky as fornication. For most of you
of course fornication is not available, but there is
always adultery, a word still (just) in use.......


